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CDx: Detect tumour DNA 
early and specifically
Companion DiagnostiCs Molecular diagnostics of tumour DNA by liquid biopsy currently 

suffers from the lack of PCR techniques that selectively amplify rare tumour DNA species in 

blood. AGCT GmbH has developed a robust, proprietary rare allele detection technology called  

’cyber-PCR’ with dramatically improved LOD in a simple-to-use assay format.

› Dr Joachim Ribbe, Head of Business Development, AGCT GmbH

liquid biopsy holds promise as a non-in-

vasive sampling method for the molec-

ular characterisation and diagnostics of 

genetic diseases. The method is already 

well established in pre-natal diagnostics 

as sufficient DNA amounts of the unborn 
can become isolated from a mothers’ 

blood sample. likewise, liquid biopsy 

also shows early utility for cancer diag-

nostics as DNA from tumour cells can be 
found in a patients’ blood sample. how-

ever, in contrast to pre-natal diagnos-

tics, the tumour DNA content found in 
a blood sample strongly correlates with 

disease progression and methods are 

needed to enable the early detection of 

a lower tumour content. Decreasing the 

threshold by which a tumour becomes 

detectable from a simple blood sample 

will have a direct impact on the disease 

outcome as the earlier detection of a re-

lapse or the finding of tumours at an ear-
ly disease stage will provide more per-

sonalised therapy options to patients. 

Early cancer detection

Earlier detection of cancer malignan-

cies and personalised treatments are key 

trends in oncology to enable an earli-

er and tumour-specific therapy, thus in-

creasing the chance to cure patients and 

to better balance disease progression 

with quality of life. in recent years there 

has been an increasing number of au-

thorisations for personalised medicines, 

i.e. the label contains a reference to a 

specific biological marker to be identi-
fied with diagnostic tools. in 2017 the 

FDA approved a record 16 new drugs 
with so-called ’companion diagnostic’ 

tests, accounting for nearly 35% of new 

molecular entities approved.

commonly detected protein-based tu-

mour markers show high specificity but 
lack sensitivity when compared with 

the detection of circulating tumour cells 

or even the molecular testing (MDx) of 
DNA or RNA biomarkers that are indic-

ative for the presence and/or the stage 

of a tumour. The basis for the superiori-

ty of DNA or RNA biomarkers is the use 
of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 
that exponentially amplifies the isolat-
ed nucleic acid molecules so that they 

become detectable even with low start-

ing copy numbers compared to the de-

tection of proteins that cannot be copied 

to create more molecular entities for the 

detection step.

PCR is for this reason the gold stand-

ard for most research and clinical test-

ing applications. however, detection of 

rare molecules for cancer MDx by PCR 
remains challenging despite its powerful 

amplification of target molecules. As PCR 
does not discriminate between DNA de-

rived from blood cells (wildtype or wt-

DNA) and tumour cells, the simultane-

ous amplification of the wildtype DNA 
effectively masks the few molecules that 

are derived from tumour cells. This often 

Figure 1: cyberPCR selectively amplifies mutant DNA only by using a controller DNA 
strand to open target molecules, thus providing an intrinsic quality control at every 
amplification step
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Dilution series with extreme wild-type DNA load (300 ng/90.000 copies of wildtype 
gDNA) shows high sensitivity of cyberPCR EGFR demo kit in comparison with Roche’s 
cobas® EGFR Mutation Test v2 (red numbers indicate drop outs in dilution steps).

renders tumour DNA undetectable unless 
the tumour content is very high and may 

not require the sensitivity of a nucleic ac-

id-based biomarker. 

lack of robustness and sensitivity of 

the detection of tumour DNA and the 
vast background of wildtype DNA hence 
strongly limits the utility of liquid biop-

sy as testing material. But also the huge 

testing market of FFPE (formalin-fixed 
paraffin-embedded) pathology samples 
that often suffer from low-quality FFPE 

samples, small tissue areas and low tu-

mour content would benefit from a nov-

el assay technology that could effective-

ly suppress the levels of wildtype DNA 

for tumour DNA amplification and de-

tection. Today’s solutions that aim to in-

crease specificity and sensitivity for tu-

mour DNA in such samples come from 
combining various technologies such as 

allele-specific – or amplification refracto-

ry mutation system (ARMS) PCR, digital 
PCR and even Next Generation Sequenc-

ing (NGS) along with accurate determi-
nation of input DNA amount. This cre-

ates cumbersome detection methods and 

complex laboratory workflows that often 
require highly trained lab personal and 

specialised equipment. 

hence, there is a high market demand 

for rare allele detection assays with a sig-

AGCT’s management team: Hans-Joerg Hess (CEO), Dmitry Cherkasov (CTO), 
Christian Grunwald (Director R&D), and Dirk Loeffert (COO)

nificantly improved Limit of Detection 
(LOD) that can be easily deployed to ex-

isting MDx equipment and workflows and 
testing laboratories.

New assays needed

AgcT gmbh has developed a robust, 

proprietary rare allele detection technol-

ogy with dramatically improved LOD in 
a simple-to-use assay format according to 

Dmitry Cherkasov, the inventor of the as-
say technology of the company in Mar-

burg/germany. The patented assay plat-

form could replace complex workflows 
and specially required equipment such 

as digital PCR by a simple assay format 
that is believed to be deployed to any 

common existing real-time PCR cycler 
in any research or diagnostics laboratory. 

The cost-competetive method is called  

cyberPCR and provides a controlled am-

plification process that selectively ampli-
fies mutant DNA only. 

Selective amplification

The selective amplification is achieved by 
the use of a “controller DNA” that, unlike 
heat-based denaturation used by PCR, 
opens the mutant DNA molecule only – 
and makes it accessible to the amplifica-

tion process. As heat denaturation that in-

distinguishably opens wildtype DNA and 
mutant DNA strands is replaced in each 
subsequent amplification cycle by the 

specific activity of the controller DNA, 
only tumour DNA is amplified and detect-
ed.As ’cyberPCR’ already discriminates at 
the amplification step in each cycle, it is 
leading to a high level of rare allele detec-

tion. The controller is based on modified 
nucleotides and is specifically designed 
to match the relevant mutation. The se-

quence-specific opening by the controller 
strand is highly discriminatory; leading to 

amplification of the mutant DNA in a per-
fect match situation only. Sequence diver-

gence prevents opening of double-strand 

wild-type DNA, and consequently, non-
target DNA stays inactive even in the case 
of one nucleotide mismatch (see figure 1).

Due to its ease of use and robust am-

plification process, the assay technology 
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cyberPCR EGFR L858R Demo-Kit

allows reaching a novel limit of detection 

with a robust assay format which is ful-

ly compatible with current real-time PCR 
equipment.

Proof of concept

Key development steps have been mas-

tered since cyberPCR was invented in 
2016 and technology readiness has been 
demonstrated with multiple assay systems 

under the leadership of christian grun-

wald, Head of R&D at AGCT GmbH. 
An EGFR prototype kit has been com-

pleted this summer and is being tested 

with a german cancer research institute 

and HistogeneX, a global CRO supporting 
diagnostic and clinical studies in oncology 

with headquarters in Antwerp/Belgium. 

Dirk Loeffert, COO at AGCT, who brings 
along almost 20 years of product develop-

ment know-how from his former position 

at Qiagen, is very optimistic that the assay 

technology has the ability to outcompete 

existing methods and might even be ex-

pandable to next-generation sequencing 
(NGS) approaches. “Along with its supe-

rior performance as compared with other 

PCR based approaches, the great strength 
of AgcT’s assay technology is that it can 

be used with any real-time PCR cycler, an 
instrument that is found in every molecu-

lar testing laboratory today. Furthermore, 

the technology also holds great promise to 

improve the performance of other testing 

technology platforms such as digital PCR 

or ngS-based testing.“ current results with 

an EGFR L858R kit with non-clinical sam-

ples demonstrate cyberPCR’s high sensi-
tivity with extreme wildtype DNA load. 
Mutant gDNA (ATCC, CRL-5908) was am-

plified with three replicates/step detecting 
0.08% mutant allele frequency (MAF). In 
comparison, Roche’s cobas® EGFR Muta-

tion Test v2, the current market standard 

for EGFR testing for liquid biopsy as well 
as FFPE samples only allowed to detect a 

MAF of 2.5%. 

Broad range of applications

AgcT is now focusing on developing its 

first oncology kit for research use only to 
be released early in 2021. At the same time, 

the company’s development team is start-

ing to evaluate the applicability of cyber-

PCR on NGS platforms. Overall, the tech-

nology has a potential for a broad range 

of applications beyond cancer diagnostics. 

AgcT sees the potential not only in bring-

ing forward proprietary testing products but 

also to collaborate with international part-

ners via licensing agreements for a faster 

penetration of the cyberPCR assay technol-
ogy into various markets. hans-Joerg hess, 

AgcT’s cEo, is very optimistic about the 

forthcoming market roll-out: “our inno-

vative proprietary cyberPCR technology 
combines high LOD with a simple assay 
format and should enable a broad applica-

bility in integrated PCR workflows as well 
for open amplification processes.” L

nEwS

DMD crosstalk 

  irish and german research-

ers report preclinical evidence be-

tween Duchenne muscular dys-

trophy (DMD) and the lymphatic 
system (iScience, doi: 10.1016/j.
isci.2020.101500). In mice first au-

thor Paul Dowling from Maynooth 
University and colleagues demon-

strated that the lack of the protein 

dystrophin in muscles of DMD mod-

els is linked to significant changes 
in the proteome of the spleen that 

cause a cross-talk between DMD 
muscle fibres and the immune sys-
tem leading to inflammation. Ac-

cording to study head Dieter Swan-

dulla at University of Bonn, the 

specific interactions of the dys-

trophin deficiency with the immune 
system “might open up new thera-

peutic approaches.”

Virus blockers

   Antiviral type i interfer-

ons secreted by immune cells are es-

sential to reprogramme structural fi-

broblastic reticular cells (FRCs) in 
lymph nodes that trigger immune ef-

fector cells to expand, interact, and 
survive and thus prevent the spread 

of viruses (Science Adv., doi: 10.1126/
sciimmunol.abb7066). In mice in-

fected with lymphocytic choriomen-

ingitis virus (LCMV) that lacked the 
iFn-i receptor, lead author Burkhard 

ludewig from University of Zurich 

and colleagues found that FRCs be-

came less inflammatory during the 

course of viral infection, resulting in 

a greater spread of virus particles and 

subsequent T cell exhaustion. IFN-I 
signalling thus seems to be essential 

to activate immune cells sets, such 

as T cells in SARS-CoV-2 infections, 
which block viral proliferation.
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